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ABOUT CAN 
Corporate Angel Network (CAN) is a 501(c)(3) organization whose  
mission is to help cancer patients access the best treatment centers in the 
country by arranging free travel on corporate aircraft. Private jet travel makes it 
possible for patients, especially those in locations with minimal airline access, to 
travel to specialized medical centers.  

Flight Providers
CAN works closely with over 500 of America’s top corporations, including half 
of the Fortune 100, to match empty seats with patient flight requests. Thanks to 
the generous support of these companies, CAN has coordinated more than 67,000 
flights since its founding in 1981.

The gratitude we see every time we participate in a CAN 

flight reminds me how important it is that we all lead with 

love and step up to help those in need.

-Jeff McClean, Vice President Global Flight Operations, 

  Procter & Gamble

PARTNER WITH CAN
There is no cost to join CAN and providing a seat for a patient is simple.  
All flights must be flown with two pilots and in a pressurized cabin. Here  
are a few ways your corporation can partner with CAN:

Spare a Seat
Allowing a patient to join you on a scheduled route or to utilize an empty flight 
is a great way to transport someone in need to or from treatment. CAN flight 
coordinators work diligently to match your scheduled routes with patient flight 
requests. Once a match is found, your company is notified to confirm the flight 
and discuss next steps.

Donate Hours
Consider donating flight hours from fractional or charter companies you work 
with. CAN uses these to fulfill patient flights that don’t match corporate 
schedules. 

Give a Gift
CAN welcomes monetary contributions, bequests and donation of securities in 
any amount. These funds will assist in providing alternative flight arrangements 
for patients and other incurred travel expenses.

Spread the Word 
Help increase awareness of CAN’s mission by displaying marketing collateral in 
your FBO, airport, flight department or other public area. Contact CAN to find 
the best solution for your company.

For questions or to register with CAN,  
email info@corpangelnetwork.org  
or call (914) 328-1313.
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